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Good Girls Lie

by Alix E. Harrow

In a follow-up to Lie to Me and Tear Me
Apart, a popular transfer student at an
elite prep school races to protect a
dangerous secret when a killer sets her
up for a string of murders.

A woman navigating the out-of-place
artifacts in her caretaker’s sprawling
early 20th-century mansion discovers a
mysterious book that reveals impossible
truths about the world and her own past.

by J. T Ellison
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Lost

by Catherine Steadman

by James Patterson

Treating a man found on the beach with
no memory of his identity, a
neuropsychologist who would hide her
own past is confronted by her patient’s
mysterious knowledge of her secrets. By
the author of Something in the Water.

Tasked with combating international
crime, Detective Tom Moon searches for
two Russian nationals who have built a
vast, powerful European crime syndicate
that reaches into Miami.
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by Meg Waite Clayton

by Tarryn Fisher

A tale inspired by the Kindertransports of
World War II finds a Jewish teen’s life
shattered by the Nazi takeover before he
joins a member of the Dutch resistance in
a life-risking effort to escape Germany.

A woman in a voluntarily bigamous
marriage befriends one of her husband’s
other wives by chance, only to discover
that the gentle husband she knows may
be abusing his other families.
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by Iona Grey

by Jane Shemilt

A tale set in pre-World War II England
follows an unlikely romance between a
penniless painter and a wealthy socialite
who is forced by tragedy to make a safe
choice. By the award-winning author of
Letters to the Lost.

A follow-up to The Daughter finds the
lives of three very different couples
upended by illicit affairs and shocking
violence when their children join the
same tutoring circle during a hot London
summer.
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by Stuart Woods

by Jayne Ann Krentz

Helping his close friend discretely identify
and remove a destructive traitor hiding
within a classified agency, Stone
Barrington is embroiled in an audacious
plot that threatens to reveal confidential
intelligence.

Decades after a mysterious explosion
causes the members of their community
to develop strange otherworldly
symptoms, local investigator Cat teams
up with an enigmatic scientist to stop a
killer who may be behind a partner’s
disappearance.

